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A fascinating case study that reads like a detective novel, pulling readers deep into the twisted world

and dark mental corners of one of Sigmund Freudâ€™s most intriguing psychological patients.An

intelligent but troubled eighteen-year-old girl to whom Freud gives the pseudonym â€œDoraâ€• is at

the center of this captivating case study. Freudâ€™s analysis focuses on Dora, however she is

surrounded by an emotionally disturbed cast of characters that thicken the psychological intrigue.

As Dora falls into the paralysis of psychological hysteria, Freud uses all of his analytical genius and

literary skill to explore Doraâ€™s inner life and explain the cause of her neuroses.
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Psychoanalysis

Freud: brilliant and flawed, and without whom we'd have none of his detractors. We can see the

ways Freud was a "poor" therapist. Some of his treatment styles would now be considered, at best,

amoral; at worst, illegal. But he is essential to the foundation of psychotherapy. Without his theories

(and opponents), we wouldn't have it at all. He is a fascinating, great scientist and innovator. His

focus, also, is borne of its time, Victorian, and many of his theories predicated on from where *he*

comes and what he saw in his patients - repression, for example.Definitely read, if interested,

Freud's description of his theories - his theories of both psychology and treatment.But the case

studies are imperative. You can read all about Oedipus or dreams or the Id, but you won't SEE what

he did, the analyst he was, until you read a case study. Anna O., Dora, Emmy - any of them. It's



nearly mandatory to see Fread-at-work in order to understand *his* implementation of his thoughts.I

don't suggest you put out of your mind, if you have them, negative thoughts of Freud, his life, or his

treatment styles, but to place him in history. In my opinion he is the Daddy of them all. I am not a

Freudian, but I am in love with Freud. I think he made egregious errors in his treatment of patients

and, today, untried methods wouldn't be revered, or even implemented at all, this way. We also

wouldn't know they are "errors" if not for books like this. But this is it, in its raw form, and from his

point of view - the way of Freud. So, disagree, find him quixotic, a breaker of rules we take as a

given (such as confidentiality), but read the case studies.Without the case studies, you've got theory

and description but not the action, the meat of his treatment.
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